2019 P.C.R.P.D. / OPTIMIST YOUTH BASKETBALL PROGRAM  
CADET LEAGUE (8 & 9 YEAR OLDS CO-ED) – updated 12/11/18

**BULLETS**  
Coach Timothy Lovett Jr.  
Home: Days: 813-502-9573  
Caleb Collins  
Anthony Ferguson  
Ethan Lewis  
Timothy Lovett Ill  
Julius Mitchell  
Brody Morrow  
Janay Pope  
Zion Ray  
Grace Thomas  
Jaiden Lewis  

**COLOTS**  
Coach Brett Mueller  
Home: Days: 813-777-0262  
Daron Cofield  
Ayana Francis  
DaZariyan Jenkins  
Abdiel Martinez  
Harper Mueller  
Antwon Price Jr  
Rylan Rollyson  
Brayden Thompson  
Kaiden Lewis  

**DOLPHINS**  
Coach Roy Palmer  
Home: Days: 813-720-6006  
Dylan Brewwington  
Andrew Evans  
Yaqoob Khan  
Avery Palmer  
Ariyah Pellens  
Serenity Pellens  
Jazzmyne Rucker  
Clinton "Levi" Terrell Jr  

---

**GRIZZLIES**  
Coach Mark McDonald  
Home: 813-754-4362  
Days: 813-376-5517  
Macadyn Catlin  
Luke Cipriano  
Pierre Flourney  
Brayden Marsteller  
Abdul Roberts  
Bronson Smith  
Dwayne Spence Jr  
Harper Westlake  
Andrew "Cash" Yates  

**OTTERS**  
Coach Brianne Frazier  
Home: Days: 304-279-6633  
Tyler Arias  
Jaylen Coleman  
Izaiah Frazier  
Micah Lindsey  
Alliena Mandujano  
Kellan Mitchell  
Theodore Mynch  
Harmony Stevenson  
Zion Weems  
Agustus "Gus" Devane  

**TIGERS**  
Coach Clinton Austin  
Home: 786-208-4736  
Steven Austin  
Audry Contreras  
Melody Contreras  
Nathaniel Crosen  
Carter LeClair  
Knox McDonald  
Ty Polk  
Jaxson Russell  
Eliana Vicente  
Santana Sheppard  

---

**Tuesday, January 8:**  
6:30p YMCA-E BULLETS vs COLTS  
6:30p YMCA-W DOLPHINS vs OTTERS  
7:45p YMCA-W GRIZZLIES vs TIGERS  

**Tuesday, January 15 (TEAM PHOTO DAY):**  
6:30p YMCA-E TIGERS vs COLTS  
6:30p YMCA-W OTTERS vs GRIZZLIES  
7:45p YMCA-W DOLPHINS vs BULLETS  

**Thursday, January 17:**  
6:30p YMCA-E OTTERS vs TIGERS  
6:30p YMCA-W BULLETS vs GRIZZLIES  
7:45p YMCA-W COLTS vs DOLPHINS  

**Saturday, February 2:**  
9:00a Tomlin Tri-Star Skills Competition  
Ages 8-13 boys and girls  

**Tuesday, January 22:**  
6:30p YMCA-E OTTERS vs BULLETS  
6:30p YMCA-W GRIZZLIES vs COLTS  
7:45p YMCA-W DOLPHINS vs TIGERS  

**Tuesday, January 29:**  
6:30p YMCA-E COLTS vs OTTERS  
6:30p YMCA-W DOLPHINS vs GRIZZLIES  
7:45p YMCA-W BULLETS vs TIGERS  

**Thursday, January 31:**  
6:30p YMCA-E COLTS vs BULLETS  
6:30p YMCA-W OTTERS vs DOLPHINS  
7:45p YMCA-W TIGERS vs GRIZZLIES  

**Tuesday, February 5:**  
6:30p YMCA-E COLTS vs TIGERS  
6:30p YMCA-W GRIZZLIES vs OTTERS  
7:45p YMCA-W BULLETS vs DOLPHINS  

**Tuesday, February 12:**  
6:30p YMCA-E TIGERS vs OTTERS  
6:30p YMCA-W GRIZZLIES vs BULLETS  
7:45p YMCA-W DOLPHINS vs COLTS  

---

Schedules, scores and other information - available at any time on the internet at www.plantcitygov.com